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May 2021 - A recap of recent financial and economic market activity. 
The recovery trade was back to start out the month as investors favored energy, transportation, hotels, and retail 
stocks throughout. Persistent supply challenges are restraining otherwise robust momentum in manufacturing 
output, leading to record backlogs and driving materials prices higher. 

Billionaire Sam Zell’s Commonwealth agreed to buy Monmouth Real Estate Investment Corp. in an all-stock deal 
worth about $3.4 billion including debt, increasing the firm’s exposure to fast-growing industrial real estate in the 
U.S. 

Commodities jumped to their highest level in almost a decade as a rebound in the world’s largest economies stokes 
demand for metals, food and energy, while poor weather harms crops and transportation bottlenecks curb supplies. 

Company payrolls increased by 742,000 during the month after an upwardly revised 565,000 gain in March, 
according to ADP Research Institute data. 

Peloton recalled its treadmill products and will stop selling them after a child died and more than 70 safety incidents 
were reported, walking back an earlier position that the devices were safe if used properly. 

Moderna Inc. said studies of its Covid vaccine in teenagers showed that it was 96% effective and raised its product 
sales projections for the year as it reported its first-ever profitable quarter. 

President Biden said he’s open to compromise to reduce his proposed hike in the corporate tax rate as he seeks to 
fund his sweeping infrastructure and jobs proposal. 

Applications for U.S. state unemployment insurance fell to a fresh pandemic low as labor market conditions 
continued to improve and the economy reopened more broadly. 

The unemployment rate edged up to 6.1%, though the labor-force participation rate also increased. 

Economists project the value of purchases at U.S. retailers climbed another 1% last month after a March surge that 
was the largest in 10 months and fueled by a fresh round of government stimulus checks. 

Fuel suppliers are growing increasingly nervous about the possibility of gasoline and diesel shortages across the 
eastern U.S. after a cyberattack knocked out a massive pipeline. 

The Dow Jones Industrials crossed over 35,000 for the first time. 

Amazon sold bonds to refinance debt and buy back stock, as cheap borrowing costs prove too tempting to resist 
even for a company with tens of billions of dollars in cash. 

IBM is rolling out a new product that will help businesses automate tasks, capitalizing on the rise of chat bots and 
virtual assistants during the pandemic and taking another step in its pivot toward cloud services and artificial 
intelligence.  
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The median price for a single-family home in the U.S. rose the most on record in the first quarter, as buyers fought 
over a dearth of inventory, according to the National Association of Realtors. 

The Biden administration moved to ease gasoline shortages caused by a ransomware attack on the nation’s largest 
pipeline network, as concerns grew that spiking fuel prices and supply disruptions could hinder travel while the 
nation emerges from the coronavirus pandemic. 

The consumer price index increased 0.8% from the prior month, reflecting gains in nearly every major category and 
a sign burgeoning demand is giving companies latitude to pass on higher costs. 

The annual CPI figure surged to 4.2%, the most since 2008 though a figure distorted by the comparison to the 
pandemic-depressed index in April 2020. 

The largest gasoline pipeline in the U.S. returned to service following a cyberattack that took the fuel artery offline 
for five days. 

U.S. kids aged 12 to 15 could receive the Pfizer-BioNTech coronavirus shot as soon as today, after the Centers for 
Disease Control and prevention signed off an expanded use of the vaccine Wednesday.  

Tesla CEO Elon Musk said the electric-vehicle manufacturer is suspending purchases using Bitcoin, triggering a 
slide in the digital currency. 

Disney attracted fewer streaming customers than expected last quarter, stoking fears that a key engine of the 
century-old company’s transformation may be losing some momentum. The entertainment giant reported 103.6 
million Disney+ customers at the end of last quarter, shy of the 110.3 million projected. The results marked a rare 
stumble for Disney+, which has enjoyed explosive growth over the past year and a half, elating investors along the 
way. Quarterly profit came in ahead of Wall Street projections. 

AT&T Inc. is preparing to spin off its media business and merge it with Discovery Inc. in a tax-friendly deal, a 
surprise reversal for a company that spent $85 billion to acquire the assets less than three years ago. 

Amazon’s potential acquisition of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer would take one of the last major, independent movie 
studios off the market, capping a rush of streaming deals that are set to make 2021 a record year for media 
takeovers. Amazon is in talks to buy MGM, the storied Hollywood company behind the James Bond series, the 
Information and Variety said in separate reports. Amazon is weeks into negotiations to buy the studio for about $9 
billion, according to Variety. 

Home Depot Inc. posted stronger-than-expected results for the first quarter, a signal that the home-improvement 
trend has room to expand even as the pandemic subsides. Same-store sales in the U.S., a key metric in retail, rose 
29.9% in the period ending May 2, the company said Tuesday in a statement. That beat the 22.1% average of 
estimates compiled by Bloomberg. 

Michael Burry, the investor who rose to fame for making billions off bets against mortgage securities during the 
financial crisis, has placed a sizable wager against Elon Musk’s Tesla Inc. Burry’s Scion Asset Management owned 
bearish puts against 800,100 shares of the electric-car maker as of March 31, according to a regulatory filing. 

Construction has been held back in recent months by supply chain constraints as well as higher materials costs, 
particularly for lumber. Strong demand for residential real estate, fueled by low borrowing costs, is expected to 
bolster the housing market in the coming months. 

Target announced its first quarter 2021 financial results, which reflected robust growth in both sales and profitability. 
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Lowe’s posted sales that beat analysts’ expectations in the first quarter, a sign that the yearlong home-improvement 
boom during the pandemic isn’t over. 

Apple is preparing to release several new Mac laptops and desktops with faster processors, new designs and 
improved connectivity to external devices, accelerating the company’s effort to replace Intel Corp. chips and 
leapfrog rival PC makers. 

The Federal Open Market Committee isn't about to start raising interest rates. But it's beginning to open the door to 
tapering the pace of its bond-buying program, currently running at $120 billion a month. 

Apollo Global Management co-founder Josh Harris is stepping down from his day-to-day role after being passed 
over for the firm’s top job. 

Oatly Group AB, the vegan food and drink maker, priced its initial public offering at the top of a marketed range to 
raise more than $1.4 billion. 

Deere & Co., the largest maker of agricultural machinery, boosted its full-year fiscal outlook as surging crop prices 
and the broader upswing in commodities boosted consumer demand for new equipment. 

The reopening seems to be moving in the right direction as U.S. COVID-19 cases and hospitalizations are hitting 
their lowest levels since June. 

Senate Republicans are planning to make a new overture to Biden on infrastructure spending, and said they’ll 
continue trying this week to strike a bipartisan deal after rejecting the White House’s latest counteroffer of $1.7 
trillion as too costly. 

On the 125th anniversary of the Dow Jones industrials Average, the index closed up 10 points. Back in 1896 when 
Charles Dow and Edward Jones created it as a barometer for the industrial output of the nation, a 10-point gain 
would have been a very big deal indeed. But 125 years and 34,000 points later it was not notable. 

Nvidia Corp., the largest U.S. chipmaker by market value, gave a bullish forecast on demand for chips used in 
gaming PCs, data centers and cryptocurrency mining. 

ExxonMobil Corp. CEO Darren Woods was dealt a stunning defeat by shareholders when a tiny activist investment 
firm snagged at least two board seats and promised to push the crude driller to diversify beyond oil and fight climate 
change. 

Americans are shedding their masks, buying concert tickets and booking vacations like it’s 2019. People are 
flying again as we saw a post pandemic record in the TSA checkpoint numbers over the weekend, and hotels 
reported record post pandemic occupancy rates. This summer, about half of Americans plan to take 1–2 trips or 
vacations. Almost 60% said the frequency of their summer travel plans is similar to pre-pandemic levels. 27% said 
they’re traveling less, and 13% said they’re traveling more. 

KKR & Co. and Clayton Dubilier & Rice LLC struck a deal to take Cloudera Inc. private in an all-cash deal valuing 
the company at about $5.3 billion. 

AMC Entertainment Holdings Inc. extended last week’s rally and rose in premarket trading Tuesday on plans to sell 
stock to shareholder Mudrick Capital at a premium. 
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Nasdaq Inc. is acquiring a majority stake in an online marketplace for industrial carbon-removal instruments to help 
companies meet their ESG objectives. 

We think that the explosion of economic activity over the second quarter and second half has yet to be fully 
appreciated in both GDP and Earnings estimates. We would continue to recommend a diversified equity allocation 
with a barbell approach that has Growth exposure on one end, and Economically Sensitive Cyclical exposure on the 
other end. We would prefer to see the growth exposure to be expressed in three thematic ways: 5G; Security 
software; and Cloud computing. On the cyclical side we would look for exposure to Financials; Industrials; and 
Materials. We would suggest rebalancing the equity allocation every two months to keep the barbell level. 

Our year-end target for the S&P 500 is 4400, which represents 15%,12-month return, and is based on a 23 multiple 
of the $192 earnings we see for the large cap index over the next year. 

 

*Information sourced from Art Hogan’s Morning Commentary, Chief Market Strategist at National Securities. Contact 
us at 732-807-2340 for more details or to read Art Hogan’s full Morning Commentary on a particular topic 
mentioned.  
 
*Securities offered through National Securities Corporation, member FINRA/SIPC. Advisory services offered 
through National Asset Management, an SEC registered investment advisor. Fixed Insurance Products offered 
through National Insurance Corporation. Mint Financial Services LLC is not an affiliate of National Securities 
Corporation, National Asset Management or National Insurance Corporation. 

 

 

 

 

 


